
MERRIMACK AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION 

MINUTES 

AUGUST 11, 2021 

Meeting called to order by Chairman Ron Miner III at 7: 10 pm. 

Present: Bess Parks 

Absent: Paul Drone, Guest speaker Bill Hines 

Comments from the Press or Public: 

New Business: 

a. MASTER GARDENER REPORT: Bill Hines was unable to attend meeting.

b. HORSE SENSE: Trailering Safely Tips: Trailering should be done with two people if at all
possible. Be sure the ground area behind and around the truck or trailer affords safe footing
before loading or unloading. Place chocks behind the wheels to keep the trailer steady as the
horse enters. Remove tack or other equipment before loading. Use a halter and sturdy cotton
lead shank. Nylon shanks can be dangerous if your horse pulls back. Always wrap your horse's
legs; bandaging extending over the coronary band onto the hoof and covering the heel
area. Secure the butt chain or bar as soon as the horse is in the trailer and always before tying the
horse. Use care when reaching for the chain. Opinion vary on hauling or horse tied or loose. If
you tie, allow a sufficient length of rope so the horse can move his head for balance and comfort,
but keep it tight enough that his cannot get in trouble or get to the horse next to him. Always tie
with a quick-release knot, or use panic snaps on the ties. When hauling only one horse in a two
horse trailer, load the horse on the driver's side. When loading two horses, load the heavier
horse on the driver's side. Using rubber mats and additional bedding of choice will reduce
concussion on the horses legs. Always speak to a horse that is in a truck or trailer before
attempting to handle it. Never undo the butt chain or bar before you untie your horse at its head.
The horse may try backing out as soon as the tailgate is down. Check you trailer regularly for
rotting or weakened floor boards, rusted and weakened door hinges and cracked hitch welds.
Before heading out, double check all the connections (lights, brakes, hitch and safety chains). Be
sure doors are secured. Drive carefully, starting, stopping and making turns slowly. At your
destination, use caution to back the horse out of the trailer straight and slightly toward the center
ramps, so he doesn't catch a leg in the door springs. If there are two horses in the trailer, have
someone stand by the head of the second horse while the first one is backed off, so that he
doesn't think that he is free to back off also. Walk the horse to restore circulation and allow to
lower his head to help clear his lungs. before putting him in a stall, especially after a long
haul. When the trailer is disconnected, and parked, be sure to place chocks behind the
wheels. Never load a horse in an "unhitched trailer".
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